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foreign okay now this video I have been trying to decide whether to do or not I'm gonna get a 

huge load of backlash for it part of me tells me to do it the other part says no no don't don't do 

it don't do it but I have to follow my heart and I know it will only help even if this is just to 

plant seeds so if I'm blushing is for a good reason because I know many of you will be  

blushing um it's a controversial topic but I feel to move forward into 5D new Earth we have to 

face the uncomfortable truth truths about ourselves and conversations that at the moment We 

Believe should remain behind closed doors um so in my true fashion I am going to bring it out 

of closed doors and add into the open a reason I'm sitting under a tree bring it all out into the 

open um before I begin understand that this is a hard subject for me to talk about on a public 

platform especially knowing how many subscribers I have and how many people that don't  

subscribe that actually listen to my videos and they will have a whole new perception about 

me once they've listened to this so I don't care what people think who better to bring this topic 

to people's attention than me since I don't give a but I will be blushing because I know you'll 

be blushing which makes me blush which in turn will make you uncomfortable which will 

make me uncomfortable and then the cycle continues so let's get started okay this video I'm 

going to talk about nudity and why it's important as part of our Ascension process okay bingo 

I can already hear people go wait what what did she say nudity yes nudity stripping off to our 

bare skin and why is that important in 5D okay let's begin so you're born naked okay yeah 

obviously you're not born with clothes on that would be pretty painful for the mother okay  

so you're born naked and you're born into a society that has beliefs about the physical body 

that it should be covered up and not show your bits and pieces we're not talking about 

sexualizing the physical body we're talking about being becoming comfortable within your 

body okay so you're born naked you're born into a society that looks down upon the body we 

have TV magazines social media telling everyone you need to be perfect you need to look a 

certain way you need to have your hair a certain way you you can't wear outrageous clothes or 

or you're weird you grow up through school if you're different to others or you have a 

birthmark that's different or a mole on your face that's different oh my God you're a weirdo  

we've brainwashed ourselves to thinking that the physical body is something to be ashamed of  

now when we talk about Spiritual Development we're talking mind body and soul mind body 

and soul and this is where people trip up me too me too every one of us does okay you're a 

very strong person if you don't trip up okay so in order for you to become whole mind body 

and spirit you need to be okay with mind body and spirit you need to be perfectly happy 

within your body within your body because when we look at your body what we're talking  

about it is your your body is your vehicle yeah pardon me don't drink juice before doing a 

video it will repeat when we talk about your body we're talking about your vehicle that your 

spirit chose to travel around in this physical reality that's it that's it lumps bumps and all okay  

so if we are to accept our body we must first accept that our spirit chose it and it is perfect for 

the experience that we have chosen in this reality now if our spirit chose it it must be okay  

that's cellulite that scar the stretch marks the dimples the lumps and bumps it must be okay 

your spirit chose it can't be anything wrong with it if Spirit chose it so why do we hide it  

why do we hide it why I'm not saying walk around the shopping center naked I'm not saying  

that at all no don't get me wrong I'm not saying that at all I I don't want to see other people's 

bits flopping and hanging and swaying swaying and flopping around I don't want to see  

other people's bits but also if I did see other people's bits I'm not going to judge them because 

it's the vehicle that their Spirit has chosen now if we look at your body as a vehicle look at 

your car okay look at look at the car you drive some people drive a big ass ute why is that an 

ego thing is that a work thing are those Utes being used in business and building are they 

being used to transport Livestock in my case yes my Ute would be to transport my horses 

some people  
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especially of the masculine kind nothing judgmental but the masculine kind likes to drive big 

Utes thank you for putting that image in my head no I'm not going to say that um so that they  

can appear bigger your car is an expression of you an extension of you okay if you choose it 

not just what you can afford but by what you choose okay so if your car is an extension of you 

then your body must also be an extension of you if we're talking from the spirit so your body 

if we look at your body as a blank canvas and your perception of your body as the paint we 

now have the ability to transform our body into art as an expression of us now even if that's 

just energetic or just a perception we need to have a positive perception a positive view of our 

body in order for us to be mind body and spirit aligned so what I've been doing the sessions 

I've been doing the past couple of weeks every single session almost I think there's one that 

didn't every other session that has that I've done Spirit has mentioned about standing in front 

of the mirror walking around the house naked etc etc removing the outer clothes because the 

outer clothes while they are also an expression of our inner self they are also hiding and 

protecting our inner self so when you remove the outer clothes what you're doing is you're 

allowing yourself to be all natural and what I mean by all natural is mind body and spirit  

without the protection of outer garments so if you look at the saying that everyone has three 

faces okay the first phase is the one we show to our colleagues our friends and the world  

the second phase we keep to our family and our very close friends and the third phase we 

keep to ourselves now if we look at clothes in that way we have three different types of 

clothing that we wear and this is in our physical body okay so the first lot of clothing is  

what you wear every day to the shops to work just your general clothes the second clothing is 

what you wear to bed okay that's more personal okay so what you wear to bed is more 

personal then you have the third clothing which is you and your skin if we are to remove the 

outer protection and just focus on the skin we have and we are confident within that skin we  

are now looking at mind body and soul alignment okay when we use clothes to cover up as a 

form of protection because we're not confident within that's when you're not aligned in mind 

body and soul and it's really hard for people to remove that protection and be okay with  

the body that they have and it is really important for you to be okay with the body you have 

moving forward into the 5D new Earth why because the beings that we're going to be meeting 

and working within the 5D new Earth they don't care about your body they could not care less  

but the problem is they are extremely telepathic I mean extremely telepathic so if you're 

walking down the hallway and you have body image issues even just that dimple that you 

don't like or that stretch mark from having your baby or oh my guides are going to be killing 

me during this video um get that image out of my head too or for for a man if you know the 

size and shape of your package is not too your satisfaction those beings will pick that up  

immediately immediately without you even thinking of it and they will know that you are not  

yet fully aligned within your physical self now it's really important and from what I've seen 

I'll just give you a quick thing I I don't know if often go to the shops to look at clothes I'm not 

a closed person as you can see I'm always wearing the same crap I don't go out so I don't have 

the use for clothes in in you know nice clothes in that way I go to the horses and I walk 

around here boring life I know I'm extremely boring I'm very dull so I don't go to the shops 

looking for clothes unless I have a very specific purpose but lately I've been going to the 

shops and I've been imagining myself you know losing 20 30 kilos and and looking younger 

and and I've been looking at clothes well you know I could see myself in that yeah I could see  

myself yeah that's nice okay when I when I lose weight and come back and you know I know 

what I'm gonna buy I noticed the clothes the tops for the women are very small and very 

revealing and I notice the older teenage girls walking around looking like this and a couple 

years ago I would have judged them I would have said don't your parents care like I would  

never let my child out of the house with that but as I grow more and more in my own self-

development I look at these young  
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women and I go damn your confidence level is something to be cherished you can walk 

around a shopping center in public so confident within yourself what a gift what a power to 

have you see when we look at the body differently we are allowing ourselves to not be 

judgmental and that in turn raises our own Consciousness and our own self-confidence one 

thing one project that I am planning and I hope many many other people all around the world 

follow me in this is natural retreats where people are given the option of removing the outer 

garments removing the outer clothing removing the protection so that they can reconnect  

and realign themselves mind body and soul with nature because when you remove the outer  

garments and you become comfortable in your own skin that confidence that you have to walk 

around so vulnerable showing the world who you truly are with no protection no extra face to 

to hide Who You Are that confidence comes through to the rest of your life in every part of 

your life it raises your frequency it opens the doorways for for goodness to come through it 

allows you to meet more people that are on the same wavelength as you I years ago when I 

started exploring a nudity in a spiritual fashion a spiritual way I joined a Facebook group  

this is going about five six years ago at least and every single person in that Facebook group 

there's only a few hundred members every single person was the most beautiful loving Soul 

you would ever meet they were so compassionate so empathetic so non-judgmental they were 

really really wonderful group of people a really wonderful group of people and what they 

taught me is that it's our own judgments of others that hold us back from being who we truly 

are and these people that we are judging for letting it all hang out they're the ones that hold no 

judgments it's us that's the issue it's us that is placing labels on something that is completely 

totally naturally and free to do now again I'm not saying go and and you know walk around 

but naked okay of course not that's not what I'm saying at all but when we remove our outer 

clothing and we stand in front of the mirror for however long one minute 10 minutes an hour 

whatever and we look at all the different parts of ourselves that we don't like what happens is 

we actually start loving all the parts that we don't like the more we look at ourselves the more  

we end up loving ourselves and that's when the mind body and spirit aligns as one while we 

are still hiding behind protection and looking at ourselves as something to be ashamed of no 

matter what size or shape you are we are still remaining in the lower frequency mindset we 

are still being controlled by those who wish to have Society a certain way we came here in 

this life to be authentic and genuine not to hide and blend in with Society and life has done a 

wonderful job of keeping us suppressed from our own our own selves keeping us from being 

who we truly are keeping us from expressing ourselves now there's a fine line well actually   

it's a very very thick line I'm not talking pedophilia I'm not talking about the people who you 

know uh I can't even say it I don't even know the word for it the ones who parade around um  

wearing black Lycra and and all of that I'm not talking about that I'm talking about pure 

genuine pure intention genuine spiritual experience reconnecting with nature from the heart   

just reconnecting that that spiritual connection with mind body and soul not sexual not 

pornographic none of that just purely intended from the heart to enjoy and be free this is 

something that is not discussed in many circles because of judgments but I do know that this 

is something that is called for by many people that are too embarrassed to talk about it that are 

too embarrassed or too scared of being judged God forbid someone saw my nipple oh my God  

I'm so embarrassed huh I'll have nipples what's the problem is your nipple different to mine   

no shape and color yes different no every single person on this planet unless you have had 

them removed or born without them has nipples so what's the problem this is where the 

Judgment needs to stop where people need to be allowed to get in touch or reconnect with 

their mind body and soul and I feel that us As Leaders into the new world this is something 

that we need to really allow ourselves to be comfortable with simply for the fact that 

becoming into 5D is mind body and soul connection alignment and if we are to keep our 

bodies out of it out of the the conversations then we are not truly integrating mind body and 



soul and I know I'm going to get a lot of Kickback from this video I don't care I don't care 

there's a lot of people in this world that would love the opportunity to go somewhere to the 

bush to the forest to a camp to a retreat and just remove it all where there's no judgment where 

they're surrounded by like-minded people where they just love the freedom to express the 

freedom to be totally natural if we look at the native tribes they don't have body issues 

nothing they don't see their bits hanging out of something to be ashamed of oh or quick  

you need to put that away oh my God I'm so embarrassed they see it as natural they see body 

parts As Natural as looking into someone's eyes and this is something we need to return  

to non-judgment absolutely no judgment about someone's body or shape or size or color  

because at the end of the day we are just spirit that has chosen a physical vessel to enjoy a 

physical reality that's it that's all the body is use your body to express yourself allow self-

expression through yourself allow your mind body and soul alignment to take place without 

fear of somebody else's judgment because that's someone else's judgment is actually them 

judging themselves and has nothing to do with you and never will so I am planning one of my 

projects as a nudist retreat it will be Northern New South Wales Queensland somewhere in 

the warmer parts of Australia where it does not get cold in winter so people can enjoy it all  

year round free of judgment free of anything and they can have it as a spiritual experience  

with like-minded people this is something we need to bring out into the open if we are to truly 

change society's judgments about everyday life then we need to bring up and talk about the 

judgments we have on each other's bodies and our own bodies it's necessary it's necessary  

for advancement if you want to advance you need to love your body and be confident within 

the skin that God gave you enjoy the comment section I know you will thank you all have a 

great day bye  

 


